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Here, the standard of premium

Selec-Terrain® Traction

is raised to welcome heights.

Management System, powered by

Legendary freedom begins with

the 180-hp 2.4L Tigershark® engine.

authentic Jeep® Brand design

Inside, experience a cabin that

cues, like the fresh take on the

elevates every trip with premium

traditional seven-slot grille

leather-trimmed seats and

and trapezoidal wheel wells.

surfaces with accent stitching.

Then, the fluid, stylish lines

Advanced technology features

of Compass Limited are enhanced

include a Uconnect® 8.4-inch

by chrome trim, Black-painted

touchscreen display and a 7-inch

roof and standard 18-inch

full-color Driver Information

polished aluminum wheels. This

Display. In addition, a multitude

urban citizen faces challenging

of standard and available safety

road conditions with confidence

and security systems offer

via an available full-time Jeep

inspired peace of mind.

Active Drive 4x4 system and its

Limited in Redline Pearl Coat

CAPABILITY

N AT U R A L
SELECTION

When turned to this mode,
Selec-Terrain does all the work,
automatically adjusting vehicle
dynamics to best suit the road.
To help ensure optimal efficiency,
the rear driveline disengages when
not needed.

AUTO

SELEC-TERRAIN® TRACTION
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
When you can match your capability to the road
conditions ahead, worry-free travels are the norm.
Every all-new Compass equipped with an available 4x4
system arrives with a Jeep® Selec-Terrain ® Traction
Management System, giving you the power to tackle
Mother Nature’s toughest conditions. A variety of
settings help deliver ultimate driving stability by
coordinating up to 12 vehicle systems. Choose from
up to five sure-footed modes: Auto, Snow, Sand, Mud,
and, exclusively on Trailhawk,® Rock.

S N O W Adjusts for ultimate
performance over snow- and
ice-covered roads by maximizing
vehicle stability and minimizing
oversteer. Major systems autoengaged and managed in this mode
include antilock brakes and
traction control.

S A N D Converts to a uniquely
calibrated Sand mode that
utilizes aggressive throttle and
upshift points to tackle looser,
sand-covered surfaces.

M U D Maximizes low-speed
traction by allowing
additional wheel-slip via
specifically tuned chassis
controls, differentials and
transmission ratios that
are geared to successfully
tackle mud.

R O C K Delivers Trail Rated®
4WD Low capability thanks
to its rear-differential
locking element, allowing you
to crawl over rugged terrain
at appropriately safe speeds.
®
Exclusively on Trailhawk.

Limited leather-trimmed interior in Ski Grey
with Black perforated leather contrasting
insert and Ruby Red accent stitching

EXCEPTIONAL
IN EVERY WAY
STUNNING FINISHES Sophisticated

interior details define your driving
experience. Available premium LED
ambient lighting adds an inviting aura
inside the cabin. Clean, sculpted forms
and elegant Piano Black and anodized
Silver bezels with chrome knobs, as
shown, add upscale distinction.

COMFORT-LADEN These seats are cradled
with generous padding, adding available
eight-way power and four-way lumbar
adjustments for the driver's heated
seats for first-row passengers;
heated steering wheel for the driver.
Above, fresh air and sunlight flow
in with an available power dual-pane
panoramic sunroof.

TECH SMART Limited's highlights

include a standard 7-inch full-color
Driver Information Display and 4 thgeneration available Uconnect® 4C NAV
with 8.4-inch display and pinch-tozoom. Every Compass arrives with a Media
Hub including a 12V outlet, auxiliary
input jack and USB port, and a second
USB port for second-row passengers.

SAFETY AND SECURITY Over 70 standard

and available features offer steadfast
assurance, including hands-free5 text
message reading. The Advanced Safety and
Lighting Group conveniently bundles a
list of desirable items, like LaneSense®
Lane Departure Warning with Lane Keep
Assist13 and Full-Speed Forward Collision
Warning with Active Braking.14

DRIVING CONVENIENCE Available Remote
Start System4 readies the vehicle and
Keyless Enter ’n GoTM lets drivers get in
and head out quickly. Steering-wheel
buttons control a list of driving and
entertainment functions, while an
available auto-dimming rearview mirror
cuts down on nighttime glare.

UTILITY FLOW A configurable, versatile
interior offers seating for up to five
adults. It can be arranged to carry plenty
of cargo when the 60/40 split rear seats
fold down, and when the front-passenger
seat is folded forward. A rear-seat center
armrest folds down to reveal two handy
cup holders.

LIMITED

GIVE IN TO
THE LURE OF
DISCOVERY
Limited in Jazz Blue Pearl

CAPABILITY

J E E P® A C T I V E D R I V E

NURTURE YOUR
TRUE NATURE

A fully automatic, single-speed power transfer unit (PTU)
delivers seamless operation in and out of 4WD at any speed.
Yaw correction is automatic as well, helping to keep
Jeep® Compass stable at all times. Jeep Active Drive also
includes brake traction control that works to maintain
a balanced torque distribution, helping this system
deliver an easy-to-use all-weather boost in capability.

THERE'S NOTHING BETTER TO USHER YOU
TO YOUR NEXT ADVENTURE, THANKS TO THE
AVAILABLE, BEST-IN-CLASS2 4x4 CAPABILITY
BUILT INTO THE ALL-NEW JEEP® COMPASS.
WHEN YOU NEED TO KEEP GOING NO MATTER
WHAT, TWO AVAILABLE, AUTHENTIC JEEP BRAND
4x4 SYSTEMS STAND READY TO SERVE. WITH
THE HELP OF A DISCONNECTING REAR AXLE,
EACH SYSTEM CAN ACTIVELY TRANSITION FROM
4x4 INTO FUEL-SAVING FRONT-WHEEL DRIVE
(FWD). TO ENJOY THIS WELCOMED GAIN IN
EFFICIENCY, SIMPLY KEEP THE SYSTEM’S
STANDARD SELEC-TERRAIN ® DIAL IN AUTO
MODE. COMPASS WILL THEN SEAMLESSLY MATCH
ITS JEEP BRAND ENGINEERED CAPABILITY TO
ANY ROAD CONDITION IT ENCOUNTERS. WHEN
YOU TURN THE DIAL TO ANOTHER MODE, 4x4
CAPABILITY IS ALWAYS ENGAGED AND ABLE
TO SEND 100% OF AVAILABLE TORQUE TO
ANY ONE WHEEL.

Trailhawk® in Rhino

JEEP ACTIVE DRIVE LOW
®
Exclusively on Compass Trailhawk.
A standard single-speed
PTU offers torque management and 4WD Low mode. This locks
the front and rear driveshafts to deliver additional power
at low speeds or for towing your toys. Additionally, offroading benefits from a 1-inch increase in ride height and
an incredible crawl ratio of 20:1, allowing Compass to
climb steep hills and crawl over rocks with ease.

TRAILHAWK®

MASTERFUL TRAVELS
Where would you go if you could

skid plate protection, a 1-inch

go anywhere? Behind the wheel

lift and signature Ruby Red tow

®
of a Trailhawk,
there are no

hooks front and rear. Designed

limitations because legendary

to stand apart, Trailhawk

Jeep® Brand capability is at

features a unique front and

its very core. The standard 4x4

rear fascia, Dark Grey accents,

system, Jeep Active Drive Low,

Black roof and a Black anti-

has a 20:1 crawl ratio and the

glare hood decal. Red Trailhawk

ability to seamlessly transfer

and Trail Rated® badges signify

power to any wheel with traction.

membership in the over-arching

Trailhawk is also equipped with

Jeep Brand family of exquisitely
capable and utterly unique 4x4
vehicles, a breed unlike any other
on the planet.

MARK OF DISTINCTION: durability and toughness were
born and bred under the Jeep® Brand’s Trail Rated®
badge. Every Jeep Brand vehicle bearing this emblem of
honor has been engineered and tested to masterfully
operate in five performance categories: traction,
ground clearance, maneuverability, articulation and
water fording.15 Compass Trailhawk® resides proudly
within this capable family.
Trailhawk in Spitfire Orange

INTERIOR

PREMIUM INSTRUMENT PANEL Elegant and inviting in
contrasting Piano Black, this cockpit is crafted to
present important vehicle operations and data within a
very appealing design. Anodized Silver and Chrome add
unique richness. Standard on Limited.
DUAL-ZONE AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE CONTROL Constantly
adjusts air temperature inside the cabin to create
separate customized environments for the driver and
the front passenger. Standard on Trailhawk® and Limited.

ELEVATED VIEW

HEATED STEERING WHEEL No gloves required with the warmth
of this standard feature on Compass Limited. Also
available with the optional Cold Weather Package.

T h e available P ower Dual-Pane Panoramic
S u n roof with it s power sunshade is more
t h a n an amazing way of looking at the wo r l d,
i t can take you to a new world altogethe r.
P a s sengers in a ll rows get a stellar vie w
o f every advent ure, anywhere you go.

KEYLESS ENTER’N GOTM No more fumbling for keys to get going.
Keep the key fob in purse or pocket and simply grab the door
handle, climb in, press on the brake, press the start button
and shift into “DRIVE.
” Standard on Latitude, Trailhawk and
Limited. Push-button start is standard on Sport.

Limited leather-trimmed interior in Ski Grey with Black perforated
leather contrasting insert and Ruby Red accent stitching

9-SPEAKER PREMIUM SOUND SYSTEM This premium sound system
maximizes every square inch of acoustics with studioquality sound from nine speakers, including a 6.5-inch
subwoofer. The eight-channel performance sound system
pumps out 506 watts of power. Available.

POWERTRAIN

A N A L L– N E W
HERO IS BORN
UNSURPASSED
HIGHWAY FUEL ECONOMY16

23/32 MPG

CITY/
HWY

BEST-IN-CLASS
4x4 FUEL ECONOMY17

22/31 MPG

CITY/
HWY

SIX-SPEED MANUAL TRANSMISSION With its quick acceleration due
to high maximum torque values, plus smooth, precise shifting,
this transmission offers a fun-to-drive factor that’s paired
with welcome economies. It’s transverse three-shaft design is
compact, delivering a welcome reduction in cabin noise, especially
at highway speeds. Allows for flat towing in neutral. Standard
on Sport, as well as Latitude 4x4.

2.4L TIGERSHARK® I-4 ENGINE Acclaimed for its unique
and efficient valve-lift system, the Tigershark ®
incorporates a column of oil flow with precise
control of intake valve events. This I-4 burns clean,
improves fuel efficiency and reduces emissions with
a quiet and refined ride. When paired with automatic
transmission, includes PZEV (late availability).

Limited in Diamond Black Crystal Pearl

ENGINE STOP/START (ESS) TECHNOLOGY helps reduce
CO2 emissions and improve efficiency by using a
dual-battery system and sophisticated controls
to reduce fuel flow and turn off the engine
when the vehicle brakes to a stop. When the
brake pedal is released, the engine seamlessly
restarts and the transmission engages. Standard
on automatic transmissions.

NINE-SPEED AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION WITH AUTOSTICK Its
fine-tuned 9.81 ratio spread between gears ensures
quick takeoffs and a consistently refined performance
with exceptional efficiencies through all gears at
all speeds. A unique set of four overdrive ratios help
gain efficiencies while reducing overall noise and
vibration. Economies are maximized and performance
is optimal at all times. Standard on Trailhawk® and
Limited 4x4. Available on Sport and Latitude 4x4.

SIX-SPEED AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION This compact, lightweight
transmission offers a high-precision clutch that’s smooth and
responsive. This highly efficient performer helps realize
economies thanks to its ESS technology and next-generation
electronics. Mated with the 2.4L Tigershark® I-4 engine. Standard
on Latitude and Limited FWD* models; available on Sport FWD models.
A PRECISION-TUNED RIDE Compass delivers a refined dynamic
ride that’s on par with less-efficient luxury-class vehicles.
Premium mechanics add to precise steering, while MacPherson
struts and frequency-sensitive dampening smooth the road ahead.
*Late availability.

VERSATILITY

MAKE
ROOM
IN
YOUR
WORLD

Life can go in all kinds of
directions. The configurable
interior of Compass is designed
to give you options to take what
you need and make the most of
your travels. Fold down the 60/40
split-folding rear seat to reveal
a generous amount of cargo space.
The height-adjustable rear cargo
floor stands ready to increase
space for taller items when
lowered, or raise it up for easy,
slide-in loading.

POWER LIFTGATE Access the rear cargo area with grace and
ease by using your key fob to open the liftgate for a
hands-free experience. Available.
FOLD-FORWARD FRONT-PASSENGER SEAT This feature adds a
convenient surface that can enhance your cargo-carrying
capabilities. By flipping the passenger seat forward,
you’re able to carry longer items. Standard.
HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE CARGO FLOOR Lower your rear cargo floor
to accommodate the transport of taller items. Raise the
floor to help ease load-ins and create a level carrying
surface. Adjusts up to three levels. Cargo floor adjustable
based upon spare tire/inflator kit content. Available.
60/40 SPLIT-FOLDING REAR SEATS Configure your interior to
fit your needs – each section folds separately to create a
customized space. Standard.
GLOVE BOX AND CENTER CONSOLE Keep your phones and devices
secure. Below the center armrest console you’ll find a safe,
hidden haven, while a side net pocket keeps items within
reach. The glove box holds larger articles. Standard.

Properly secure all cargo.

TECHNOLOGY

FIND
YOUR
WAY

FIND

SEE AND BE SEEN Bi-xenon High Intensity
Discharge (HID) headlamps with signature
LED accent and distinctive Daylight Running
Lamps cut through the darkness and haze,
as well as add a very noticeable level of
sophistication. Auto High-Beam Headlamp
Control adjusts intensity based on ambient
and oncoming-traffic light. Activate the
Cornering Front Fog Lamps by turning the
steering wheel or engaging the turn signal,
sending more light toward the direction
you’re heading. Available.

YOUR
WAY

Trailhawk® in White

CLASS-EXCLUSIVE
7-INCH DRIVER
INFORMATION DISPLAY3
Fingertip controls on your
steering wheel can instantly
scroll you through a selection
of vehicle data displayed within
your instrument panel on a 7-inch fullcolor screen. Information includes navigation,
capability data, performance statistics, vehicle
dynamics, alerts and more. Standard on Trailhawk®
and Limited and available on Latitude models.
A 3.5-inch monochrome, high-resolution Driver
Information Display is standard on Sport and
Latitude models.

TECHNOLOGY

TEXT WITHOUT USING YOUR HANDS

Send and receive calls and text while driving
safely with hands-free5 phone capability.
Uconnect® works with Apple CarPlayTM or
TM
Android Auto,
letting you take control
through the Uconnect touchscreen. Available.

TALK AND COMPASS WILL RESPOND

Use voice commands5 with Siri® Eyes Free19
and your connected iPhone® to access all
the available features. Press the voice
command button on the steering wheel for
help creating and sending texts, and making
and receiving calls. You can also access
directions and play music. Available.

TUNE INTO ROCK, TALK, NEWS
AND SPORTS SHOWS

Choose from 150 SiriusXM® Satellite Radio18
channels, save favorite artists and songs,
use the free app on your smartphone. All
included in your first-year trial. Available.

FIND THE QUICKEST WAY
OUT OF TOWN

With SiriusXM® Traffic Plus,18 you
get details on current traffic
speed, accidents, construction
and road closures. Five-year trial
subscription included. Available.

RAIN, GO AWAY

Weather radar and emergency alerts give
you an instant snapshot of conditions
with SiriusXM Travel Link.18 Current
conditions and five-day forecasts help
you follow the sun. Five-year trial
subscription included. Available.

NEW 4th-GENERATION TECHNOLOGY Stay connected during every moment of your
commute. The new fourth-generation Uconnect system keeps you moving ahead
with smart advances in functionality and integration. You’ll see vivid
imagery on the Uconnect screens with options that employ hands-free5
calling and texting, multi-touch gestures and pinch-to-zoom features,
and the ability to connect your Apple® or AndroidTM smartphone. The new,
available class-exclusive3 8.4-inch radio dominates your dash with its

SMART
CONNECTIONS

big, colorful screen, taking connectivity to the next innovative level.
Limited in White

TECHNOLOGY

WITH YOU
WHEREVER
YOU GO.

SIRIUSXM® SATELLITE RADIO18
With the SiriusXM All-Access18
package, you get every channel
available on your satellite
radio, including commercialfree music, plus sports, news,
talk and entertainment. You
can also listen wherever you
go on your portable devices
with the SiriusXM App,18 which
is included with your oneyear trial. Available.

SIRIUSXM TRAVEL LINK18 adds
convenience by providing
useful information when you
need it, right at your
fingertips. Get detailed
weather maps, five-day
forecasts and severe weather
alerts, as well as sports
scores and in-game weekly
schedules on your favorite
teams, information on fuel
prices in your area and more.
Your first five years of
SiriusXM Travel Link18 are
included. Available.

YOUR WINDOW
INTO A
WIDER WORLD

UCONNECT® BRINGS A WIDE RANGE OF COMMUNICATION
AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES STRAIGHT INTO YOUR

A NEW UCONNECT® 4TH-GENERATION
Uconnect technology takes a leap forward with
faster start-up and high-definition resolution,

VEHICLE, ALL BUNDLED TOGETHER WITHIN A ROBUST

adding speed and vibrancy to your experience. The

SYSTEM. WITH SO MANY CONVENIENT OPTIONS TO

new touchscreen responsiveness is immediate and

CHOOSE FROM, DISCOVER HOW YOU WOULD LIKE TO

concise, with available pinch gesturing to swipe
and tap, just like you do on your smartphone.

CONNECT AT DRIVEUCONNECT.COM

Enlarge, drag, shrink and move images to meet
your needs.
5

SIRIUSXM TRAFFIC PLUS
Avoid congestion before
you reach it. Get continuous
updates on traffic speed,
accidents, construction,
road closures and more,
before you begin your
travels. You will get to your
destination faster and more
easily than ever before. Your
first five years of SiriusXM
Traffic Plus18 service are
included. Available.
18

Image is for illustrative purposes only and may not
reflect exact software for your vehicle.

Seamlessly integrates
your iPhone® with the
vehicle’s built-in
display and controls
for a smarter, safer way to use your iPhone’s
features, including Siri,® making calls, accessing
music, sending and receiving messages, and getting
directions optimized to traffic conditions.

Provides a simplified way
to use your AndroidTM phone
while driving. It brings you useful information
with easy-to-use voice controls for Google MapsTM
featuring voice-guided navigation, live traffic info,
lane guidance and more. It also features on-demand
access to 40 million songs with Google Play Music,
place phone calls, and send and receive messages.

PHONE/TEXT Make hands-free5 phone calls or
use your voice to send a text. Available
Apple CarPlayTM and Android AutoTM casts your
phone’s familiar interface onto your Uconnect®
touchscreen, for a seamless and convenient
mobile experience. Pair up to eight Bluetooth®enabled phones. The Do Not Disturb feature
allows you to see a visual prompt of incoming
calls or texts and send an automated reply.

NAVIGATION Dinner reservations at the
new place in town? Uconnect employs
GPS navigation for audible turn-by-turn
directions, and detailed 3-D maps help
to assure you arrive on time. The NAV
is integrated into your 7-inch Driver
Information Display so you can see directions
front and center. Use Voice Command5 and say
the complete address, city and state, and
get directions quickly.

INTEGRATED VOICE COMMAND5 keep your eyes on
the road and hands on the wheel. Use your
voice to select music stations, make calls,
select navigation destinations, set cabin
temps, or show fuel prices.

Drive m ore, worry less. SiriusXM Guardian ® 8
is designed to keep you connected on the
®

road with services like SOS C all,9 Roadside
Assistance Call,1 0 Remote Vehicle Start,4
Send & Go T M 2 0 and Stolen Vehicle Assistance.2 1

ENTERTAINMENT Listen to your favorite
playlist from your connected device, then
flip to SiriusXM® Satellite Radio18 and enjoy the
best commercial-free music, plus every major
sport and the biggest names in entertainment,
news and comedy. You’ll get over 150 channels,
all at the press of a button.
DRAG AND DROP MENU Highlight your top six favorite
features and services so they’re always in sight
on your 8.4-inch Uconnect touchscreen display.

> SOS Call9
> Roadside Assistance Call10
> Stolen Vehicle Assistance 21
> Theft Alarm Notification 22
> In-Vehicle Assistance
> 
Vehicle Finder23

TOUCHSCREEN CONTROLS Set temperature
controls, activate heated seats and
steering wheel, and so much more — all from
the touchscreen.
EMERGENCY HELP In the event of an incident,
push the SOS Call9 button. You’ll be connected
to a SiriusXM Guardian®8 agent who contacts
9-1-1, provides your location, and stays on the
line with you until help arrives. The Roadside
Assistance Call10 button puts you in touch with an
agent who can get you help while you’re out on the
road. Both safety features are available with
SiriusXM Guardian.8

> S
end & GoTM 20: Send destinations to
your navigation system for access
on the go.
> 
SiriusXM Guardian8 Mobile App:
Remotely lock or unlock your vehicle,
start the engine from virtually
anywhere,4 sound the horn, flash
the lights and more.

LATITUDE

Latitude in Diamond Black Crystal Pearl

No matter your destination, Latitude ushers you in comfort and style.
Deep-tint privacy glass, front fog lamps, body-color door handles, poweradjusting heated mirrors and Black roof rails add sophistication. Welcome
standard and available features include unique Hex cloth and vinyl-trimmed
seats and a leather-wrapped steering wheel with audio and cruise controls.
Ambient LED interior lighting and a fourth-generation Uconnect® 5-inch
color touchscreen radio add elegant practicality. With all of its premium
options, Latitude has arrived to take you in a very beautiful direction.

COLD

WEATHER

GROUP

PRE-WARMED
AND PREPARED

cold weather group*
REMOTE START4 Just press the button on your key fob a few
minutes prior to takeoff, from as much as 300 feet away.
You’re ready to roll with a nicely heated or cooled cabin.
(Automatic transmission required.)
HEATED STEERING WHEEL Nothing beats the instant warmth you
feel when you grab a leather-wrapped heated steering wheel
in winter’s cold.
HEATED FRONT SEATS Driver and front-passenger seats have
two selectable settings that provide just the right amount
of heat where it really counts.
ALL-SEASON FLOOR MATS Keep mud, rain and snow at bay with
rubberized mats that help protect the carpet below.
WINDSHIELD WIPER DE-ICER When Mother Nature gets seriously
cold and snowy, a specially placed interior heating
element keeps your wipers free of slush so they can keep
doing their job.
REVERSIBLE CARGO MAT Change with the season. The Cargo
Floor Mat is soft-pile carpet on one side, vinyl on the
other and washable all-over.
*Available on Sport, Latitude and Trailhawk.®

Latitude in White

SAFETY

SECURE
ADVANTAGES
FOR WISE
TRAVELERS

SECURITY

The all-new Compass incorporates over
70 standard and available safety and security
features. These active and passive systems
give you an exceptional tool kit of confidence.
Travel with welcome peace of mind knowing
your Compass is equipped to notify you or take
action on your behalf should the need arise.

CHASSIS STRENGTH Compass delivers
exceptional peace of mind with a
hero’s heart — a strong unibody
structure is engineered with
approximately 70% hot-stamped
steel. Standard.

Limited in Redline Pearl Coat

&

ANTILOCK BRAKE SYSTEM Next-generation engineering allows this advanced
system to continually evaluate road conditions for optimal engagement
and stopping distances. This robust system includes Rain Brake Support,
Advanced Brake Assist, Hill Start Assist and all-speed traction control, all
working together to help maintain vehicle control during emergency braking.
An Electric Parking Brake (EPB) adds an additional measure of safety with
its customizable Auto Apply feature. Set Compass to automatically apply EPB
when in Park or in the “key off” position. When you turn on the vehicle and
drive, EPB conveniently and automatically releases. Standard.

SAFETY
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BLIND SPOT MONITORING12 AND
REAR CROSS-PATH DETECTION11
These systems monitor
the space between you
and other drivers. When a
side or rear blind spot is
encroached, you’re notified
via illuminated icons on
sideview mirrors or an
audible chime. Available.
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PARKSENSE® REAR PARK ASSIST
SYSTEM11 Compass can help
you park and back out with
ease. This system uses
rear ultrasonic sensors to
determine relative distance
to objects in your back-up
pathway. Read-outs in the
Driver Information Display
notify the driver of rear
object proximity. Available.
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sensors and cameras.

LANESENSE® LANE DEPARTURE
WARNING WITH LANE KEEP ASSIST13
Provides a visual and haptic
or steering-wheel movement
warning should the vehicle drift
outside of lane boundaries or
if the driver’s hands are off
the wheel. Available.

PARKVIEW® REAR BACK-UP CAMERA11
WITH DYNAMIC GRID LINES Back
out safely with grace. This
system helps bring previously
hidden rear objects to your
attention, either on-screen
or with an audible warning, in
good time to react. Standard.
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to help you and your

FULL-SPEED FORWARD COLLISION
WARNING WITH ACTIVE BRAKING14
Sensors detect when Compass
may be approaching another
vehicle too rapidly and
send an audible and visual
alert to the driver along
with providing a brake jerk
warning from advanced brake
assistance if the driver does
not react in time. Available.

N

Compass knows the way

7 STANDARD AIR BAGS6 Fulllength side-curtain front
and rear-passengers, driver
inflatable knee bolster
air bags,6 seat-mounted side
for front occupants, and
advanced multistage front
air bags6 all work together
to help surround you with
confidence. Standard.
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SAFETY

ELECTRONIC STABILITY CONTROL (ESC)7
A vehicle-wide network of safety
sensors provide instant aid
should they detect you’re veering
off your intended path. ESC 7
coordinates Electronic Roll
Mitigation, Hill Start Assist,
antilock brake system and
Advanced Brake Assist, all-speed
traction control and Trailer
Sway Control,7 sending them into
action when needed. Standard.
RAIN-SENSITIVE AND INTERMITTENT
WINDSHIELD WIPERS Storm clouds
hold little influence over
your daily drive. Front wipers
activate when raindrops are
detected, and can be set to
slower, intermittent speeds as
conditions change. Available.
WINDSHIELD WIPER DE-ICER Maintain
a clear view during snowy weather.
Heating elements on the lower
inside windshield glass help keep
wipers free from ice. Available.

&

SECURITY

INTEGRATED VOICE COMMAND5 WITH
BLUETOOTH ® Allows driver to safely
send, reply to or listen to a text,
take or make phone calls, request
detailed information like fuel
prices, get navigation directions
and more while keeping both
hands on the wheel. Available on
Bluetooth®-compatible smartphones.
®8
UCONNECT® WITH SIRIUSXM GUARDIAN,
SOS CALL9 AND ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE
CALL10 A direct connection to help
is right at hand with SiriusXM
Guardian.®8 Two buttons on the
auto-dimming rearview mirror
offer connections for an SOS call,9
or press the Assist button to
quickly summon roadside10 help.
Theft Alarm Notification22 and
Stolen Vehicle Assistance21 provide
added peace of mind. Available.

TRAILER SWAY CONTROL (TSC)7 Works
with ESC7 to help you keep your tow
load safely on course. Standard.
PASSIVE ENTRY A feature of Keyless
Enter ’n Go,TM this automatically
unlocks the door or liftgate upon
grabbing the handle, provided
the key fob is near your vehicle.
Press a small button on either
front door to lock all doors and
liftgate. Available.

TIRE PRESSURE MONITORING SYSTEM
Sensors immediately provide
notification via the Driver
Information Display if pressure
drops below the minimum acceptable
level on any tire. Standard.
SECURITY ALARM Protects doors,
liftgate and hood. Available.
HILL START ASSIST helps prevent
Compass from rolling when
starting on an uphill gradient. It
holds the vehicle stationary for
approximately one second after
the driver’s foot is removed from
the brake pedal, allowing time to
apply the throttle. Standard.
ELECTRONIC ROLL MITIGATION (ERM)
7
As an extension of ESC,
ERM uses
sensors to anticipate potential
risk situations. If things get
rough, ERM takes immediate action
to help you maintain control and
stability. Standard.
BATTERY RUN-DOWN PROTECTION
helps prevent your battery from
becoming discharged, so you’re
always ready to go. Standard.
FRONT SEAT ACTIVE HEADRESTS24
Headrests react and adjust to
help stave off neck injuries in
rear-impact collisions. Standard.

ROAM
ASSURED
Limited in White

(1) Most Capable Compact SUV Ever is based on historical U.S. unibody C-SUV segment competitors as identified by 2016 CY WardsAuto
Small Cross/Utility Vehicle SUV segment (years 1985 – 2017). 4x4 capability based on Jeep Compact SUV offering low-range power transfer
unit (PTU) with 20:1 crawl ratio, low-range 4x4 capability. This claim excludes all FCA vehicles. (2) Based on compact SUV segmentation. BIC
4x4 capability based on Jeep MP offering low-range power transfer unit (PTU) with 20:1 crawl ratio, low-range 4x4 capability. (3) Based on
compact SUV segmentation. (4) Remote Vehicle Start not available on all vehicles. You are responsible for using remote features in
accordance with any laws, rules or ordinances in effect in your vehicle’s location. (5) Requires a mobile phone equipped with the Bluetooth
Hands-Free Profile. Visit UconnectPhone.com for system and device compatibility. (6) The Advanced Front Air Bags in this vehicle are certified
to the new U.S. federal regulations for advanced air bags. Children 12 years old and younger should always ride buckled up in a rear seat.
Infants in rear-facing child restraints should never ride in the front seat of a vehicle with a passenger front air bag. All occupants should
always wear their lap and shoulder belts properly. (7) No system, no matter how sophisticated, can repeal the laws of physics or overcome
careless driving actions. Performance is limited by available traction, which snow, ice and other conditions can affect. When the ESC warning
lamp flashes, the driver needs to use less throttle and adapt speed and driving behavior to prevailing road conditions. Always drive carefully,
consistent with conditions. Always wear your seat belt. (8) All SiriusXM Guardian-equipped vehicles come with a 12-month complimentary
trial effective on the date of purchase or lease of a new vehicle. Enrollment in the trial is required to receive service. Upon expiration of the
trial period, purchase of a subscription is required to continue SiriusXM Guardian. SiriusXM Guardian is available only on equipped vehicles
purchased within the United States and Puerto Rico. Services can only be used where cellular coverage is available. See Uconnect and
SiriusXM Guardian Terms of Service for complete service limitations. (9) In the event of a medical or other emergency, press the SOS button
to be connected to a Customer Care agent who can direct emergency assistance to your vehicle’s location. (10) Roadside Assistance Call
provides direct calling to Roadside Assistance Service. Vehicle must be within the United States, Puerto Rico or Canada and have network
coverage. Additional roadside assistance charges may apply. Check warranty for details. (11) Always look before proceeding. An electronic
drive aid is not a substitute for conscientious driving. Always be aware of your surroundings. (12) Always check visually for vehicles prior to
changing lanes. (13) This system is a driver convenience system, not a substitute for active driver involvement. The driver must remain aware
of traffic conditions and maintain control of the vehicle. (14) FCW system is solely an alert system for the front of the vehicle which does not
take any actions to change vehicle dynamics to avoid a collision; not a substitute for active driver involvement. The driver must remain aware
of traffic conditions and be prepared to use brakes to avoid collisions. (15) Do not attempt water fording unless depth is known and consistent
with the vehicle’s water fording rating in the Owner’s Manual. Traversing water can cause damage that may not be covered by the new vehicle
warranty. Always off-road responsibly in approved areas. (16) Based on FCA compact SUV segmentation — excludes other FCA Vehicles.
Based on base model engine/transmission configurations (2.4L / 6MTX). (17) Based on FCA compact SUV segmentation — excludes other
FCA vehicles. Based on base 4x4 model engine/transmission configurations (2.4L / 6MTX). (18) SiriusXM subscriptions for audio and data
services are sold by SiriusXM to follow your trial subscription. If you decide to continue listening after your trial, the subscription plan you
choose will automatically renew thereafter and you will be charged according to your chosen payment method at then-current rates.
Fees and taxes apply. To cancel, you must call SiriusXM at 1-866-635-2349. See the SiriusXM Customer Agreement for complete terms and
more information at www.siriusxm.com. All fees and programming subject to change. Your equipment and features for SiriusXM services will
vary depending upon the vehicle you select and may be limited in select markets. (19) Siri Eyes Free requires an iPhone equipped with Siri.
Certain features not available while the vehicle is in motion. iPhone must be within active cellular range. Customer’s existing iPhone data
rates apply to Internet-supported features. (20) Send & Go requires a vehicle equipped with a Uconnect 8.4 Navigation unit. To use
Send & Go, you must have the SiriusXM Guardian mobile app installed on a compatible smartphone and have an active subscription to
SiriusXM Guardian. (21) Active SiriusXM Guardian subscription is required to use this service. Stolen vehicle police report required.
Always notify law enforcement if your vehicle is stolen and do not attempt to recover on your own. (22) Theft Alarm Notification is compatible
with factory-installed alarms only. (23) To use Vehicle Finder, you must have the SiriusXM Guardian mobile app installed on a compatible
smartphone and have an active subscription to SiriusXM Guardian. (24) Always sit properly with the head restraint properly adjusted.
Never place anything in front of the head restraint.
©2017 FCA US LLC. All Rights Reserved. Jeep, the Jeep grille, Compass, LaneSense, Latitude, ParkSense, ParkView, Selec-Terrain, Tigershark,
Trailhawk, Trail Rated and Uconnect are registered trademarks and Keyless Enter ’n Go and Send & Go are trademarks of FCA US LLC.
Apple, Apple CarPlay, iPhone and Siri are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. Bluetooth is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. Google,
Google Play, Google Maps, Android Auto, Android, and other marks are registered trademarks of Google Inc. iHeartRadio is a registered
trademark of Clear Channel. Sirius, XM and all related marks and logos are trademarks of SiriusXM Radio Inc.
This document is a publication of FCA US LLC. All product illustrations and specifications are based upon current competitive information at
the time of publication approval. FCA US LLC reserves the right to make changes from time to time, without notice or obligation, in prices,
specifications, colors and materials, and to change or discontinue models which are considered necessary to the purpose of product
improvement or for reasons of design and/or marketing.
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